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Books in motion
Researcher puts the power of books to work

Case study ScienceDirect®

Meet Sumita Mitra, a scientist for a Fortune 500 manufacturing company whose 
library research culminated in a groundbreaking invention you probably carry 
with you every day. This case study demonstrates how Sumita Mitra, harnesses 
the power of books to generate insights to power patent-winning innovations. 
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In the rapidly advancing scientific world, filling 
information gaps is vital, and can be extremely 
difficult. New patents, technological advancements 
and the necessity for competitive due diligence mean 
that today’s researchers must keep up with not only 
the latest updates in their own field, but also those in 
ancillary fields.

Researchers understand that new discoveries often 
have a wide variety of applications that directly impact 
many fields, or even offer entirely new pathways for 
achieving research breakthroughs.

Sumita Mitra, a scientist who wanted to make glass 
ionomer dental fillings harden more quickly, was faced 
with just such a need to fill information gaps—and 
books played a major role in her solution.

Sumita’s challenge
As a researcher for a major Fortune 500 
manufacturing company, Sumita knew what she 
needed to achieve, but also recognized that her 
research and development process was missing some 
key components.

She had heard of light curing technology, and wanted 
to use the latest advancements in that technique to 
further her own research in the field of dentistry. Her 
journey of discovery began with a single book.

Within that book, a diagram on a related topic  that 
critiqued the use of  fillers in dentistry caught her 
attention. It was, as she says, an “Aha” moment that 
sent her down a new—and highly successful—path.

Following leads
Sumita took what she learned from that single 
diagram and scoured journals for more information. 
From there, she researched the topic by moving back 
and forth between journals and related books. The 
journals referenced new advances, while the books 
explained the technologies in depth, helping Sumita 
to reach her ultimate research goal. She followed one 
lead after another, moving between multiple sources 
to access the content she sought.

Through a long process of discovery, Sumita found 
what she believed to be her solution: light-cured glass 
ionomers, a new filler-hardening technique widely 
used in dentistry today.

Meet Sumita Mitra: 90+ patents...
and several “Aha” moments 
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Back to books
Taking the basis of her original research further in this 
new direction, she turned back to books.

This time, what Sumita learned about nanotechnology 
changed her thinking, and led her to the eventual 
application of nanofillers for dentistry.

Her research ended up going full-circle, using 
content from both books and journals to push her 
earlier discovery in a single book to new frontiers 
from another book. More than 90 patents later, 
Sumita remains a strong advocate of co-usage for 
her research—because beginning with a book can set 
research on a remarkable path.

Elsevier provides paths to discovery
When your researchers, educators and students 
are looking for their own “Aha” moments, consider 
Sumita’s experience with books.

The combination of highly cited books and journals 
on ScienceDirect make the discovery process easy, 
keeping the most critical initiatives on track with 
cutting-edge data and the latest advancements on a 
variety of scientific subjects.
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ScienceDirect 
ScienceDirect Books, along with ScienceDirect Topics and journals, 
provide users with illuminating reference knowledge as they make their 
way along the path to discovery. Learn how we can help your researchers 
forge new and exciting pathways.

For more information about ScienceDirect,  
visit elsevier.com/sciencedirect/books

http://elsevier.com/sciencedirect/books

